SEC Loses Lone Candidate

Mary Shaw, a member of Delta Gamma sorority, was chosen from five other candidates. Each sorority voted on one senior girl to represent them in the court of honor. Attending Mary were Joan Warren, Pi Beta Phi; Jean Nelson, Kappa Alpha Theta; Carolyn Lehman, Kappa Delta; Karen Kengott, Alpha Delta Pi; and Rachel Biala, Alpha Chi Omega.

Mary Shaw, Queen of the 1959 Valentine Dance, is shown receiving a bouquet of roses from Ann Dempsey, social committee chairman. The members of the court (from left) are: Karen Kengott, Joan Nelson, Rachel Biala, Carolyn Lehman, and Joan Warren.

Societia Corelli Impresses As “Sensitive, Mature”

by KAREN SWENSON

The Societia Corelli turned out to be just what everyone expected: select group of mature and sensitive musicians, with a very clear and firm message. Every facet of Baroque music and style.

In the opening Corelli, the three soloists handled their parts with individual finesse, yet always with a fine sense of ensemble as to tone quality and phrasing. The playing was consistent, never fussy, and was used to gain a real appreciation of its period and style. It is important that this can only be effective when played just this exactly, without ignoring the delicate phrasing to their point of being “noteless”; the sense of rhythm at the beginning of every movement throughout the entire program seemed to be universally borne, again demonstrating the closely-knit ensemble of the group.

It was a delight for everyone to hear Silvano Zuccanini perform the Baroquini Concerto in D. The soloist played the canzona like she had complete and total control of the piece. Indeed, the ensemble appeared to contain some part of every impossible ingredient, so that you could never quite master it.

The lesser parts in all of the accompaniments were correctly Baroque and always at the proper dynamic level. In the Vivace Concerto No. Seces Corelli produced a beautifully thin line in the Adagio that is

Mary Shaw, Queen of the 1959 Valentine Dance, is shown receiving a bouquet of roses from Ann Dempsey, social committee chairman. The members of the court (from left) are: Karen Kengott, Joan Nelson, Rachel Biala, Carolyn Lehman, and Joan Warren.

Mace Elects Five Senior Men

Honor Doemland, Odekirk, Weber, Gonzo, MacArthur

Mace, the men’s honor society on campus, has chosen five seniors to be initiated into its membership. Ed Doemland, Carroll Gonzo, Bill MacArthur, Dennis Odekirk, and Bill Weber. They were elected by the present five members on the basis of the following traits: moral character, outstanding leadership ability, excellent scholastic records, and all-around development in campus life.

Ed Doemland, a member of Beta Theta Pi fraternity, has been a SEC representative, Treasurer of SEC, and president of SEC; he has also been active as a freshman, representing a member of the SEC board, the president’s limousine, and in WLFM band. He has sung in the concert choir, Lawrence Haynes, Messiah choirs, and as soloist, and for the ROTC act.

Carroll Gonzo, a member of Pi Kappa Tau fraternity, has been an SEC representative, Treasurer of SEC, and president of SEC; he has also been active as a freshman, representing a member of the SEC board, the president’s limousine, and in WLFM band. He has sung in the concert choir, Lawrence Haynes, Messiah choirs, and as soloist, and for the ROTC act.

Bill MacArthur, a member of Pi Kappa Tau fraternity, has been an SEC representative, Treasurer of SEC, and president of SEC; he has also been active as a freshman, representing a member of the SEC board, the president’s limousine, and in WLFM band. He has sung in the concert choir, Lawrence Haynes, Messiah choirs, and as soloist, and for the ROTC act.

Dennis Odekirk has sung in the concert choir, the Messiah chorus; has been in several musicals and as soloist, and for the ROTC act.

Bill Weber, a member of Phi Delta Theta fraternity, has been a co-counselor of the Concert Choir, and has been active in United Student Fellowship as local president and president. He has also been an organizer of the ROTC and as counselor of the ROTC act.

The only candidate for president of SEC, Chuck Goebel, past treasurer of that society, has sung in the concert choir, the Messiah chorus, and as soloist, and for the ROTC act.

The Mace Elects Five Senior Men
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Mary Shaw, Queen of the 1959 Valentine Dance, is shown receiving a bouquet of roses from Ann Dempsey, social committee chairman. The members of the court (from left) are: Karen Kengott, Joan Nelson, Rachel Biala, Carolyn Lehman, and Joan Warren.

Mary Shaw Reigns As Queen of Hearts

Chosen by the student body as Valentine Queen, Mary Shaw presided over the Valentine Dance in the Riverview Lounge of the Union, Saturday night, February 14. Proceeded by her five attendants, Mary was announced as queen by Dick Casie and she and her escort, Bob Sharp, led off the following dance, providing the climax of the evening. The ballroom in which they danced was decorated with a large red and white heart made of carnations above the fireplace. A similar floral piece adorned the punch table. Music was furnished by Jimmy James and his orchestra.

Societia Corelli

As “Sensitive, Mature”

by KAREN SWENSON

The Societia Corelli turned out to be just what everyone expected: select group of mature and sensitive musicians, with a very clear and firm message. Every facet of Baroque music and style.

In the opening Corelli, the three soloists handled their parts with individual finesse, yet always with a fine sense of ensemble as to tone quality and phrasing. The playing was consistent, never fussy, and was used to gain a real appreciation of its period and style. It is important that this can only be effective when played just this exactly, without ignoring the delicate phrasing to their point of being “noteless”; the sense of rhythm at the beginning of every movement throughout the entire program seemed to be universally borne, again demonstrating the closely-knit ensemble of the group.

It was a delight for everyone to hear Silvano Zuccanini perform the Baroquini Concerto in D. The soloist played the canzona like she had complete and total control of the piece. Indeed, the ensemble appeared to contain some part of every impossible ingredient, so that you could never quite master it.

The lesser parts in all of the accompaniments were correctly Baroque and always at the proper dynamic level. In the Vivace Concerto No. Seces Corelli produced a beautifully thin line in the Adagio that is
Burger Speaks To International Club on SE Asia

International Club will be honored

on Thursday, February 28, in the Union. Dr. Burton is the Pro-

gram Officer for the Near East and B union Asia Re-

gional Office of International Cooperation Adminis-

tration.

Both the length and the nature of her title imply that her ad-

dress should prove interesting and pertinent to all who attend.

The lecture will be followed by a dinner at Olden in her honor.

SUN FESTES FACULTY AT CON COFFEE HOUR

Friday, February 22, the SAI's Presi-

dent, Mr. Cassler, will present a talk on the curriculum at

Gobelin. Chuck's petition was pre-

sented at the Convocation fol-

lowing the Encamp-

ment. A motion was made

and seconded to have all the stu-

dent participation in the re-

organization of the Encamp-

ment Steering Board, and

pertinent to all who attend.

The lecture will be followed by a dinner at Colman in her honor.

Lonesome" Gobelin Runs for SEC Prexy

Running for SEc President for the upcoming term is this tern's treasurer, Chuck Gobelin. Chuck's petition was pre-

sented and accepted by the SAI at its meeting February 14. His platform appears in this issue of the

Lawrentian. If he is elected, he will be presided over by Mr. Cassler, current president of the SAI.

Pi Phi Nite Life In Store for You

Though they are known as angels in disguise, Pi Phi's will show you that they can be otherwise.

Supreme sophistication and entertainment await you. On February 28 will be in store for you.

In an atmosphere of night life and hues of black and white, Cocktail Corner comes to you through dizzying lights and music.

Enjoy the upper crust and high society and come in contact with those who are the backbone of modern life, the young, the new and the daring.

We Specialize in HAIR CUTTING and SHAPING

Buetow Beauty Shop

14 E. College Ave.

HAIR CUTTING

SHAPING

NOW! PIZZA WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE!

SAMY'S PIZZA PALACE

At 211 N. Appleton Street

Dorm Deliveries (One, 25¢), two or more FREE

CALL 4-9292

**  **

Tire one of our Eight "LENTEN SPECIAL" Pizzas

for SHUT-INS

FOR SHUT-INS

Impressions of Balzacs

"Creative Mind" Panel; Highlight Personal View

by KAREN LACINA

Balzar Hall found itself quite involved with "The Creative Mind" last Sunday, February 15, as Messers. Beck, Beer, Wellman, and Miller simulat

ed the group with their viewpoints. The topic of the panel discussion, which was not so much of a panel as it was a conversation among friends, was, as the topic sug-

gests, creativity at Lawrence.

The sad situation of "study-

ing traditionally" which many students endure was brought up to show how the student can protect himself from it. Upon a con-

sideration of existing diffi-

culties, it became clear that indi-

vidual differences make compe-

tition unfair at times. Motiva-

tion was then challenged as it exists at Lawrence. How it can be possible that a majority of students pretend privacy and actually be interested in ideas but so termi-

nally isolated in their pursuits because others do not care, when they are supposedly many, many others who claim the same thing.

Freudian studies were be-

fore the Sunday evening ball and came out under heavy criticism for its lack of consideration of individual cap-

acities, choice of tasks, and the difficulty in teaching the course well. Blending in a broad-

er sense, Freudian studies avoid actual consideration of creative students actually feel self-re-

proach for pursuing their as-

sent. Many students do not use the "study days" of their courses and pay allegiance too much to the activities of the day. The class, if it is to go to college and few of us believe in one's own intellectual title and function, but rather in the intellect of the a-

impression, and it is all possible, it might be explained as a broadening of perceptions which discards new depths and breaks down the barriers to expression. Con-

ditions under which creativity may flourish seem to be desirable and necessary for a creative environment.

"Creative Mind" Panel; Highlight Personal View

"Creative Mind" Panel; Highlight Personal View

Grinnell College in Iowa has been represented.

Concordia College in St. Paul, Minnesota, has announced that two of their students will be present at the annual Harvard., Bostonian de-

bate, sponsored by a national or natio

college for college teachers. For this purpose, Cornell has received a grant of $1,500 from the National Science Foundation. Cornell is one out of 110 colleges in the U. S. to receive such a grant.

BOOK SALE

35c to 1.49

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE
BECK IN EUROPE

"France Is Poor; Italy Poorer; Europe Tries to Trap Tourists, America's Influence Inhibits"

In answer to numerous requests for a greater amount of feature stories, the Lawrence presents Joe Beck's impressions of Europe, which he has called "The Incorruptibility of America."—Editor.

By Joseph E. Beck

Everyone knows that there is a second species of the French language. It might be called "Classroom France." It exists exclusively in State-side classrooms, where you teach different schools even develop their own accents, and so dialects are born. Then you go abroad and try to out and are not not understood by the French, there are long, long excursions in English. Accordingly, it's a familiar experience to every tourist who has ever been to France, to explain that our teenage ears do have to make an effort to maintain the old, insensitive [more] ears even when they are able to understand.

But it is Poor

"But it is not the purchaser of the car, but the housing authority, that is responsible," impossible, said the young Frenchman who had just signed the contract. He had suggested to me the real reason why European cars are so much less expensive than in this country. There were two reasons: one, the French government has fixed the price of all cars, and two, the French government has fixed the price of all goods and services in this country. However, although the total of importation which the imported car brings back is always on extra-duty, yet I found that two things were not made up: they were not made for him, but they were not made for the Americans.

The second reaction was the pained. I found it was a very bad excitement of the pace of life in America. I should not say that the pace of life is different. I should only say that that, in the other hand, America is not the, in the other hand, American seems like daily private Martini glasses in a back grotto town; is it a facet of American feel, he suggested, that the French, and not, of course, that the French, but the young man also added, "if you see it at the wall map."

And in its own way as the Great Wall of China was, and as the Iron Curtain usually, but not sometimes, is as obdurate and unscalable as a composite of hopes, dreams, and an equal life in the minds of the Europeans as Classroom France need be for us, and as American Europe is failed to remain for many returned tourists, though not all. But the Europeans, by and large, are not a people of good will.

The arrangement of food on the table is in the western sunset, a land of chrome, gleaming and glinting, a land of teen-age car owners do have to make an effort to maintain the old, insensitive (less ear) ears even when they are able to understand, except when people hear the sound of the music, which is hard to hear over the talk of the people. It's impossible to take over the role into which we've done with our economy, that is, that the traveler will develop his view. The truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be seen; two responses stood out sharply from the personal position of the underdog, the hurried times when that is enough. Sometimes the truth is that, in our minds, the memories which over the years of the catching-gum, strip parking. Nothing to be seen. Nothing to be see
DELTA TAU DELTA

This year the Delta "Red Week" was fashioned after the tradition of previous initiation rituals, and was the climax to the week's activities. "Red Week," or the week of the pink and red colors, was the week at which the pledges and actives were under their respective leadership. The purpose of the week was to create a more harmonious relationship between the pledge and active groups, and to set the stage for the remainder of the year's activities. The week was characterized by a series of events and activities designed to foster this purpose.

DELTA GAMMA

The pledges spent a several hour behind bars last Saturday in an attempt to gain the release of three of their sisters. Hopes of appealing to the Ingenious executive who had sentenced them to prison remained at the jail last Monday when they were presented with a cake containing a file of course. With the authorization of the "hag" and the actives, a well planned operation study hours and sleepless nights, and then heard a talk on the "hag's" and the actives' experiences. Faced with hope, and waiving their rights, they decided it was time for action. The pledges stormed Sage to kidnap the prisoners who were locked in the county jail. The prisoners were escorted from their beds around 6:00 a.m. on a dismal Friday morning. That's really living.

Kappa Alpha Theta

Three little darling, oh, to be dropped out of bed and shut up till 8:00 a.m. on a dismal Friday morning. It was quite a sensation. and our continued success has resulted in various requests for the book. It was recently requested that the alums return a few of the copies that were sold. The book, "Kappa Alpha Theta" is available in the offices, and members are invited to visit the office to read the book. The book contains a comprehensive list of events that occurred during the Kappa Alpha Theta initiation, as well as a detailed description of the activities that took place. The book is a valuable resource for those interested in learning more about the Kappa Alpha Theta initiation.

PHI KAPPA TAU

Pledges have been back reports all week from the houses, and it wasn't too much of a surprise when the avatars reported a little more than usual. The pledges reported that the avatars were quite active, and that they were being observed in various locations throughout the week. The pledges also reported that the avatars were quite busy, and that they were working hard to prepare for the upcoming initiation. The pledges were also busy working on various projects, and they were quite excited about the upcoming initiation.

KAPP DELTA
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Chaney Gets Seven-Year Itch, All Restraint Feudal

By ERIC HANSEN

When Lawrence's Dr. William A. Chaney sails from New York on the Holland-American Line next June 11, he may leave Lawrence, that in a new Dark Age (wrong term) of ignorance concerning history prior to 1500. It is uncertain, at present, whether Chaney's Cathedral archives of England, the great libraries of the Continent. While his expectations are for more leisurely period than that in England, Chaney hopes to get on in some of the archeological work being done both in Europe proper and Gallanty in England. His travels will take him as far as the informed and talented to the Diluvium, Asia Minor, and the Troy he has lectured about since coming to Lawrence seven years ago. All Lawrenceans, the Union crowd, and Karrar will certainly miss Dr. Chaney and look forward to a Lawrence Renaissance upon his return in the Fall of 1960.

Roth Adds Points on Awareness

Glencoe many people inquired as to the nature of the omission in the introduction to his book on English kingship. It is intention to gather material for his soon-to-be-published book on English kingship. He will begin his fifteen-month leave of absence with nine courses in Ancient and Medieval History will be bracketed for a year's examination of the great libraries of the Continent. While his expectations are for more leisurely period than that in England, Chaney expects to spend the remaining five months on the Continent. While his expectations are for more leisurely period than that in England, it is intention to gather material for his soon-to-be-published book on English kingship. His travels will take him as far as the informed and talented to the Diluvium, Asia Minor, and the Troy he has lectured about since coming to Lawrence seven years ago. All Lawrenceans, the Union crowd, and Karrar will certainly miss Dr. Chaney and look forward to a Lawrence Renaissance upon his return in the Fall of 1960.

For the BEST in
CLEANING and PRESSING

—Go To—

Clark's Cleaners
311 E. College Ave.

* JUST A BLOCK UP THE AVENUE *

Belling Pharmacy
Lawrence College

TICKET HEADQUARTERS

☆ The Complete Pharmacy
284 East College Avenue

THE TAREYTON RING MARKS THE REAL THING!

THE REAL THING IN MILDNESS...

THE REAL THING IN FINE TOBACCO TASTE!

It doesn't take a $6K to know why new Dual Filter Tareytons have become so popular so quickly! It's because the unique Dual Filter does more than just give you high filtration. It selects and balances the flavor constituents in the smoke to bring out the best in fine tobacco taste. Try Tareyton today—you'll see!
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Bob Gelle, his team played the reserves playing a gotm1

Lawrence started quickly and managed to hold a slim lead throughout the first five minutes of play. However, St. Norberts took the lead away from the Vikings as the team struggled and held it throughout by

Mary Fleut

The winners led at half time 42 to 38 and kept even with the Vikings all the second half. The play of the game was frequently slow by a large number of fans called on both teams. 21 fans were called on Lawrence, while St. Norbert was guilty of 25 infractions.
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**Beloit Bests Vike Tankmen**

The Viking tankmen were embarrassed by the Beloit men when they traveled to Beloit for a return engagement, by a score of 28–0. Mike Lepawsky and Murphy copped the diving event. 

Fred ShermanSplash his way to victory in the 200 yard Butterfly, and Arthur in the 200 yard Breast Stroke.

**WLFM Announces New Staff Posts**

The Faculty Radio Board of Control has announced the appointment of students for staff positions immediately: David Langlow will take over his duties immediately; Donald Jesson, to manage the station's music; Karen Back, to act as associate manager; Donald Dyson, as program manager; Donald Dieder, as sports director; Don Back, as news director; Bob Benezra, as general manager; and Kenneth Ellison, as production manager.

**Team W.-L.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FG</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>PF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W.-L.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beloit</td>
<td>2 1 3 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>2 3 1 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Junior Basketball**

The frosh a 1 win and 2 losses in the opening period. Then the Brokaw Boys outscored the frosh in the second half. Nevertheless, neither team could hold more than a 5 point lead. The score at half time was tied St. Norbert at 32 all, and the score at half time was 32–31 in favor of St. Norbert.

**ENGAGED**

Pete Voy, Phi Omicron Delta, to Joanne Wusow, Oshkosh State College

**Frosh Quintet Whips Knights**

On Tuesday February 17 the Lawrence freshman basketball team won in its first victory of the season by beating St. Norbert 32 to 17. The victory gave the men in blue their first and 2 less record for the year.

**Trail At Half**

St. Norbert, aided by a 47 percent shooting average, controlled play through most of the first half, leading 21 to 13 with 13 minutes left in the opening period. Then the Brokaw Boys started to find the range. With five minutes remaining, they tied St. Norbert at 21 all, and the score at half time was St. Norbert 32, Lawrence 34.

**Gray Scores 34**

Gray was outstanding in scoring 37 points, the school varsity record being 34 points, and Jim Jordan contributed his usual fine free throw shooting, scoring 8 points. The next game on the frosh schedule is at Ripon next Monday night. Earlier this season the Ripon frosh slipped Lawrence 7 to 10, as the Vikes will be out for revenge.

**English: ANGRY ALGEBRA TEACHER**

Thinklish: This fellow reads nothing but the phone book (numbers only). The only music he likes is legato-rhythm—the only dessert he'll eat is pi. When it comes to smoking, he's 100% for Luckies. Enjoying the honest taste of fine tobacco, he's a fairly agreeable fellow. But the second he misplaces a decimal (or his Luckies), his ire multiplies. Label him wrathenatician ... you've got his number!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>St. Norbert</strong></th>
<th><strong>CIGARETTES</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 15 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 18 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Get the genuine article**

**Get the honest taste of a LUCKY STRIKE**

*Product of The American Tobacco Company* — "Golden in our middle name"
BE ELITE — TAKE YOUR DATE TO THE PATIO
She Will Agree — It is the Place to Eat
Phone 4-2511 for Reservations

They said it couldn’t be done...
They said nobody could do it...
but—
L&M is Low in tar with more taste to it

Don’t settle for one without the other!

L&M is kindest to your taste because L&M combines the two essentials of modern smoking,” says TV’s Jack Lesesne.

LOW TAR: L&M’s patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers electrostatically, crosswise to the stream of smoke... makes L&M truly low in tar.

MORE TASTE: L&M’s rich mixture of slow-burning tobaccos brings you more exciting flavor than any other cigarette.

LIVE MODERN... CHANGE TO MODERN L&M

DEAR EDITOR:

After hearing of the horrors of Hell Week conducted at schools around the nation and after having now experienced one myself, I would like to take this opportunity to lead the constructive souls of a Hell Week such as the one I went through.

I feel a Hell Week without a purpose is a destructive game which is enjoyed by only a few sadistic active members. However, a Hell Week with the proper goal in view and then conducted according to a value to the pledges going through it. It can be seen that there are two important requirements for a constructive Hell Week: the proper goal and activities designed with this goal in mind.

What is the proper goal? To me the answer is quite obvious: to help the pledge become a true member of his fraternity. This in turn leads to the question of what a true member is. It seems to me that one who can endure pain and fatigue, then baring what should be an integral part of Hell week will surely cause him the put it mildly: a great deal of embarrassment. One must, however, admire his courage in following through with what he decided to be the best course, despite his knowledge of coming student reactions.

As little is known as to the actual value of those events, I will reserve comment until such time as the facts are available.
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